Welcome to our ‘new style’ Valley Spring Newsletter

We want to start by saying a huge thank you to everyone for the support you have given to the school over
the last term. All our joint efforts have helped to keep the school operating safely and we were all delighted
on March 8th when most children returned to their classes.
Despite the lockdown we have certainly filled the spring term with excitement and activities. The staff team
have done a great job making sure the children have continued to join in events and celebrations as in more
normal times.
Here is a flavour of some of the things that have happened at Valley since Christmas.

All our very best wishes for Easter. We hope that you all have a lovely and safe holiday.

Debbie Thompson and Helen McLoughlin

Newsletter
Ladybirds

Step 1

Spring 2021

Topics: Zoom, zoom, zoom, we’re going to the moon! And Growing – babies to adults

This term all the Ladybirds have excelled in their Communication skills, with Brogan doing especially
Communication and
Language well with the PECS process! Imaan has been using Communication Boards with ideas of things to
“have a chat” about and now there is no stopping the little chatterbox! Annabella is becoming very
confident using a BIGmack switch to say hello in circle, well done Annabella!
We are so skilled in Ladybird Class that we have introduced Stage 2 of our Look and Listen sessions
meaning we are seeing great attention and focus as well as hearing lots of fabulous language. Jacob
and Imaan have learnt so many new and exciting words and even sing along with the introduction
song now too.Jasper is amazing us all with his Eye Gaze technology skills which was a brand new skill.
Lots of us are now brushing our teeth at lunchtime which we learnt to do in our Ladybird Spa
Personal, social and
afternoons at the teeth whitening station. We also had a lovely massage story where we learnt
emotional
about hands and feet and how to choose where we would like a massage. Jasper chose feet every
time, and he and Inaya would happily end their Fridays with a half an hour foot massage session. The
staff were hoping that they might return the favour…but we are still waiting! Lots of sensory
development and RE exploration happened to learn about Christenings (we loved our baby pictures to look through),
Mother’s Day and Easter.
Physical Development We move around A LOT in Ladybird Class! Plenty of opportunity is found throughout the day to run
and bounce and play as well as stand in standers and do physio programmes but we have also had
two PE lessons too. In Spring 1 we learnt all about how our bodies could move in different ways
through Gymnastics which was Imogen’s favourite lesson of the week. She loves nothing more than
walking across a bench and is still requesting it now. This half term we have been exploring Dance
and using different props and instruments to different types of music. Jacob has a very interesting
taste in music with his two favourite styles to move to being ACDC (he drums) and Vivaldi (he shakes
a chiffon scarf!) He loves them both!
The children are really motivated by our Sensory Stories, and both “Whatever Next” and “Babies
Literacy
Can” have been a hit. Poppy has her own copy of the book and turns the pages of “Babies Can” along
with me. She is a real book worm. We have done lots of reading work enjoying sharing story books
and rhymes together as well as Jacob, Poppy and Imaan starting to use the See and Learn early
reading programme.
In Funky Fingers we continue to wake up and find our hands to our dough disco before using them to
explore lots of toys and activities including foil space balls in mashed potato.
We spent time blasting rockets that we made out of junk modelling into space after a countdown
and making them go up and down. We saw lots of rockets that were made at home too and know
the children all enjoyed that topic. This half term was based around hearing and seeing patterns and
rhymes and we had lots of fun using nursery rhyme finger puppets. The children worked hard on
Cognition/Mathematics holding, pointing and itemising their toys whilst they played. Poppy has been exploring Numicon too,
and is doing so well at counting the dimples and filling them pompoms. We built towers and
constructed and enjoyed knocking them down too, to tie in DT.
We are all budding scientists in Ladybird Class. The topics of both Lights and Body Parts have been
Understanding
two of the most popular lessons. Inaya has really taken to exploring the sensory aspect of light toys
of the World
and the White Room and our Body Parts music and massage session has been another Friday
afternoon highlight. Imogen has become extremely skilled in working the switch toys in ICT,
especially the bubble machine. This activity was much more popular than exploring old wooden toys
in History which Jasper was not impressed with at all! They didn’t light up OR play songs!
Forest School Grab Packs including making fairy wands was fun too!
We have had so much fun exploring our last two topics and look forward to the new ones in Summer
Term and playing outside in the sunshine. We would like to wish you all a very Happy Easter from
Becky-Kate, Kylie, Amy, Hannah, Halima, Vikki, Fiona and Laura 

Newsletter

Bumblebees

Step 1

Spring 2021

Zoom, zoom, zoom, we’re going to the moon! And Growing - babies to adults
Communication,
Language and Literacy

Personal, social and
emotional

development and RE

The children have worked very hard with their communication skills; looking between two symbols,
making choices and giving their opinions as to whether they have liked a smell; texture or activity.
Theo has learnt to point correctly to the ‘yes’ and ‘no’ symbols and he is starting to press switches at
the right time during a game and in circle time.
Our story ‘Whatever Next’ took us on an exciting adventure up to the moon and Jack put on his very
own space helmet and took his teddy on a space voyage. He looked at the lights and crackled his
space blanket inside his very own space ship! The children have also worked hard on their hand
skills. We have practised our finger rhymes and used our hands to make all sorts of space related
model such as planets and rockets. Evie was busy creating moon rocks and Amy Rose and her dad
made a great rocket with Modroc. This half term we have focused more on making circles in
different textures such as ready brek, porridge, paint and sensory fizzy gel. We have played circle
games and passed hoops round through our hands. Ryan loved this activity and used both hands
really well.
We discovered all of the very clever things that our bodies could do and we celebrated those on
some special ‘I am so clever’ charts. Ryan got stickers for rolling over and knocking down a tower
using the firefly scooter. Evie got stickers for lifting her head and using her switch so well. We have
had lots of sensory experiences around the special occasions of birthdays; St David’s Day; Mothering
Sunday and Easter. We used our hands to feel the different textures of the grass; sticks; stones and
flowers that we used to make our Easter gardens. Amelia helped to make a special flower card for
her Mummy for Mothering Sunday.

We have discovered that our bodies can move in different ways, we have practised rolling, sliding,
swinging and walking. Ava-Mae can now walk down the corridor in her walker fairly quickly to take
the register each morning.
In the hall we have listened to different types of music and Amy-Rose used her fingers to play the
chimes beautifully to the music
We have worked very hard on our high kneeling and our bench sitting too.
It has been lovely to spend time outside in the fresh air and we have helped to build some dens using
sticks and we have made magic wands using natural materials.
Cognition/Mathematics When we learnt about fast and slow the children experienced travelling in their wheelchairs quickly
and slowly; they slowly pumped up balloons and set them off so that they flew fast through the air
and they used switches which set off activity toys that went both slowly and quickly, Jack used a
switch to make his penguin go slowly up the steps and fast down the slide! Henry made some
fantastic patterns on his paper using some potato prints.

Physical Development

Understanding
of the World

In our ICT time, we have been exploring some new switch toys and finding out how to make them
work. We played with the microwave, the Bing toy and the unicorn helter-skelter. Theo showed us
how clever he is on the iPad and has learned to use the super talker. Amy Rose, Ryan and Ava Mae
have worked on the eye gaze technology and we have all had a turn at the new Cosmo technology
using blue tooth switches.
In music we listened to different rhythms and felt the beats through our bodies using speakers. We
travelled into space listening to David Bowie and Oxygene.
In DT we created all sorts of space rockets and planets and this term our DT has been part of our
outdoor learning building dens and wands in our lovely garden space. The children have enjoyed
getting outside recently looking for signs of Spring, and the children who are home based have been
planting and smelling the flowers. Jack and Amy have been out on the swings at home and Evie and
Amelia made beautiful Easter gardens at home.
Bumblebees have worked very hard over the spring term whether at home or in school and have
learnt lots of new skills. We are looking forward to our Easter holiday now and we would like to wish
you all a very Happy Easter and hopefully some fun in the sun outside! Love from the Bumblebees
Team – Judith, Stella, Sheena, Gez, Jo and Vanessa. xx

Newsletter

Step 2

Owls

Spring 2021

UNDER THE SEA and GROWING (Animals - Butterflies)
Story-Tiddler
Communication and
Language and Literacy

Personal, social and
emotional

development and RE

Story- The Very Hungry Caterpillar

Rabia and Harry have been using Communication books, play boards and individual symbols to help
them to ask for toys, to follow instructions and also to tell you to do something-throw the ball.
Reading: Mylo and Hallie have listened carefully and reacted well to the props, smells and tastes
presented to them in our story sessions. Olivia, Meg and Rameen have looked at each of the props
presented to them on a black tray with light shining onto the object to help them to focus. Mia has
responded well to all the stories, in fact we have sent more home for her because they are her
favourite activity!
Funky Fingers: All the children have enjoyed using the playdough to squeeze,roll,stretch and create
scales,wings,shells and legs for butterflies and Sea creatures.
Rabia and Harry have been learning dressing skills prior to toileting, PE and going out to play. They
both enjoy playing with Squirrels in the playground. Harry is becoming very fond of Stanley and Lexi
At lunchtimes, Mylo, Meg and Hallie have enjoyed time together in the quiet area of class where
they have rolled closer together, held hands and loved tickles .It’s been lovely to see the growing
friendships in our class.
All the children have been working on feeding and drinking skills and are attempting to hold onto
utensils with minimal or no help.

Moving like Animals in the hall has been a popular session with everyone. Hallie, Mylo and Meg
have been able to move around freely in their walkers. Harry, Olivia and Rabia have enjoyed copying
the different animal movements and sounds-stomping like an elephant was a favourite!! Rameen
and Mia have also been able to join in with a similar activity at home.
Every day the children both in school and at home join in “Ready to Learn”. Here they participate in
individual stretching programmes, standing time, stepping in walkers, bench sitting, long legged
floor sitting, and tummy time on wedges and SI SPOT games. Once they have completed this, then
they are ready to work!
Cognition/Mathematics Cognition: Harry and Rabia were happy to explore how to move the teddies by carrying them in
their arms or pushing or pulling on scooter boards or trucks. Carrying their favourite cuddly toy,
Meg, Rameen and Mia were able to move them around their homes on their walkers or chairs.
Mathematics: Mylo, Hallie and Olivia loved exploring the teddies and sorting into Big and small
sizes. In fact Olivia has now found a small teddy she keeps with her for playtimes-she smiles and
holds it tight!

Physical Development

Understanding
of the World

Harry and Rabia enjoyed searching for mini beasts in the sensory garden using magnifying glasses to
look for them. Hallie and Olivia made fossils with playdough. Meg and Rameen went on Bug hunts
around their homes and gardens and Mylo and Mia enjoyed the water play with the sea creatures.
Many of the children have been using switches to activate switch toys and BIG Macks at home. Here
at school Mylo and Olivia worked in the white room operating the equipment via switches and also
exploring some new switch toys. The penguin slide was a real favourite. In class we have been using
the new COSMO switches which have allowed Hallie, Harry and Rabia to engage in early
programming skills.
We have made Easter and Mother’s day cards in Art .The children have made different types of
Butterflies by Sponge printing and symmetrical printing.
Wishing you all a peaceful and very Happy Easter! From everyone in Owls xxx
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Squirrels

Step 2

Spring 2021

Topics: Under the Sea & Growing – Caterpillars to Butterflies.

Communication and
Language

Personal, social and
emotional
development and RE

Physical Development

In Squirrel Class we have been learning about ‘Under the Sea’ and ‘Growing’ (caterpillars turning into
butterflies) this term. We have been busy working on our IEP targets and curriculum end goals
through lots of fun topic related activities. We have also enjoyed celebrating World Book Day and Red
Nose Day.
Squirrels have made some fantastic progress with their communication since Christmas and regularly
‘wow’ us with the new skills they have learnt. Lots of us are using the door signs around the
classroom to communicate where we want to go e.g. the outside area or the computer room. Ben is
starting to use his communication book more and now joins in by pointing to the activity symbols as
we sing through the timeline during Circle Time.
Independence skills are a big focus in Squirrel Class and we are making great progress with our
toileting and tooth-brushing, even though we find these activities tricky. We have also been working
on turn taking and Aaraib has been doing brilliantly waiting for his turn to use the slide.
In RE, we have been learning about different parts of the Easter story through sensory activities.
Tasting bread and wine (blackcurrant juice) at The Last Supper and having a ‘party’ with disco lights
and instruments to celebrate Jesus’ resurrection were very popular.
Being true to our nature as ‘Squirrels’, we are constantly on move and have enjoyed our weekly
dance sessions since Christmas. This half term, Lexi has been in her element wearing butterfly wings
and dancing around the hall, whilst flapping her arms. We have also had a go at pretending to be
caterpillars by lying on our tummies and wiggling or rolling, as well as being pulled along on a scooter
board. Visiting the Key Stage 2 playground to use the flat swings has definitely been one of the
weekly highlights and Jack surprised us by using his legs to propel himself forwards and backwards
independently.

The Very Hungry Caterpillar story has been a big hit this half term as this of course meant extra snack
time! Stanley was able to identify different foods by pointing to the pictures on the word mat and
Zayaan even said “watermelon”.
Ben thoroughly enjoys our Funky Fingers sessions and shows great perseverance with fine motor
activities, including posting sea creatures into the shark’s mouth, picking up shells with tweezers and
using a magnet to pick up sea creatures in Spring 1.
Cognition/Mathematics This half term we have enjoyed exploring size (big and small) through topic-related play. Aaraib loved
holding the big watermelon from our story and found trying to pick it up very funny. After lots of fun,
the watermelon inevitably met its fate and ended up in a sticky mess on the floor!
As part of our Cognition work, we have been exploring ‘moving and transporting’ this half term and
Zayaan has particularly enjoyed rolling balls down a piece of guttering into the caterpillar’s mouth.

Literacy

Understanding
of the World

We have loved learning about sea creatures and mini-beasts this term by finding them in sensory
materials that represent their habitat. Lyla was able to name lots of sea creatures including “clown
fish” which a few staff members thought was a goldfish!
In Geography, we had lots of fun learning about water last half term. Stanley and Jack particularly
enjoyed exploring water of different temperatures and colours, as well as getting soaked when using
the hose pipe.
Lyla enjoyed programming a ‘beebot’ in ICT and was able to press the forward arrow then the go
button independently as she said “go” and watched it move.
We have enjoyed exploring colours in Art this half term and Lexi was able to copy an adult model of
painting one side of a butterfly and then folding it over to create a beautiful symmetrical picture.
Squirrels have had another busy and fun term and we’re now looking forward to our Summer Term
topics. Happy Easter everyone! Love from the Squirrel Class team – Penny, Diane S, Diane W, Julia,
Ellie, Becky & Nicky 
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Hedgehogs

Step 2

Spring 2021

Topics: Under the sea & Growing – Caterpillars to Butterflies.
It’s spring time and in Hedgehogs class we have been hard at work learning all about Under the Sea and Growing. We have also
spent time working on our IEP targets. Also Michelle our speech and language therapist has been supporting us with our play and
communication skills which has helped us with choosing and making decisions.
Communication and
Language

Personal, social and
emotional development
and RE

Physical Development

Literacy

Cognition/Mathematics

Understanding
of the World

Hedgehogs have been working so hard on communication skills this half term. Theo, Allan and Udo
have been fantastic using PECS to request favourite songs and toys. Theo has even started to travel
across the room to bring the symbol of the toy he wants to an adult! Well done Theo!
Our Look and Listen sessions have been very popular – Blake and Sara are able to sit and focus on the
toys that appear out of the bucket for up to 5 minutes without getting up to play with them. Super
concentration 
In Spring 1 we enjoyed reading ‘Peace at Last’ whilst learning about the family setup of mummy bear,
daddy bear and baby bear. We talked about our families and enjoyed making special Mother’s Day
cards for all our amazing mums at home! We have also continued to work on our independence skills.
Sara is really enjoying her daily routine of brushing her teeth, brushing her hair and having a wash
learning how to take care of herself. Blake has been an absolute superstar with his toilet training! We
have also looked at the Easter story this half term – Arjuna enjoyed the last supper helping pour some
juice and taste different kinds of bread. Alex really enjoyed listening to the relaxing choral music and
even requested ‘more’ when it had finished by signing ‘more’.
In the absence of swimming lessons this term we have been enjoying the early Spring weather and
playing outside on bikes, scooter boards and swings. Allan had a great time with Sara riding on a bike
together. Blake really enjoyed spending time on the swings learning how to use his legs to make the
swing go higher.
We have also loved our PE sessions on a Wednesday in the hall, learning how to move like different
animals, especially stomping like an Elephant! Leo loved floating around the Hall like a butterfly while
wearing wings.
We have really enjoyed the book ‘Tiddler’. We explored lots of exciting props including a fish that
flipped and flopped every time you touched him, wearing flippers, snorkel masks, using a net to go
fishing and exploring lots of different sea creatures. Alex and Allan loved pretending to ride the waves
sitting on our giant turtle’s back!
This half term we read ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’ which involved tasting lots of delicious foods.
Arjuna loved tasting the cucumber and Theo’s favourite was the apple! Yum! Udo really likes using a
hairdryer to feel the heat (like the sun). He likes feeling it blow on his face and also likes turning it on
and off himself. We also had our own live caterpillars in the classroom that we are waiting to turn into
beautiful butterflies – they are at the chrysalis stage at the minute!
Theo and Allan enjoyed working on their fine motor skills threading pipe cleaners through holes in a
colander, picking up peas with tweezers and a pincer grip and using big nuts and bolts to make models.
Leo has been doing some amazing overwriting of his name and has even started to copy write the
letters of his name independently. Super work Leo!
We have loved exploring with different animals and materials to make homes for the animals. Arjuna
especially loved putting the animals in the hay and in the wheelbarrow – he also liked getting in
himself! We also made little homes for our animals using the building blocks and empty boxes.
We have all worked hard on our Maths IEP targets and Leo loved grouping objects by colour and then
using them to make different shapes.
Our ICT sessions have been a favourite this term, using different switches to make the toys move,
sing or dance! We have also enjoyed our minibeast hunts, Blake and Sara loved spotting bumble
bees in the playground and looking at the wriggly worms they found. Udo had a great time looking
for different patterns such as tree bark and leaves that matched the pictures. We also enjoyed lots of
water play activities for our Under The Sea topic including fishing using magnets, using footspas,
cleaning the windows and exploring materials/sounds that reminded us of the Sea. Alex really
enjoyed making sharks and fish using playdough.
Hedgehogs have had a lovely spring term and we look forward to more fun next term. Have a lovely
Easter. Love from Hedgehogs Team – Sarah, Lisa, Umaira, Tracey, Ghazala, Abbie, Lynne and Nina 
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Pandas

Step 3

Spring 2021

Topics: Jobs, careers and uniforms and Growing – frogspawn to frogs

Everyone has been working hard on their communication this term using snack times, lesson times
Communication and
Language and playtime to practice skills, exchanging pictures, making requests, making choices and giving

opinions.
Eisa and Connor have been using their PECS to ask for different snack items and have been traveling
across the room to swap a symbol for their favourite snack.
Look and Listen sessions have continued to be popular children have watched carefully as things
appear out of the bucket, Arta has been concentrating really hard and saying some words such as
‘lights’.
In the morning we check in and say how we are feeling as we learn more about our emotions. Oliver
Personal, social and
often tells us he is feeling a bit silly! We thought about healthy eating and made a variety of different
emotional
development and RE healthy foods, prepared them and tasted them. Charlie made great sandwiches with ham, lettuce
and tomatoes. Lily-May enjoyed making fruit kebabs and dipping them in chocolate dipping sauce.
We looked at how we grow up and looked at lots of pictures of people we know when they were
younger!
We enjoyed exploring celebrations in different religions - Grace baptised a baby and Lily- May and
Freddie got dressed up as a bride and groom even cutting a wedding cake!
Monday mornings in the hall have been a great start to the week! We used the large equipment to
Physical Development
move in a variety of ways, the rope ladder was particularly popular! Charlie has wowed us all with his
cartwheels and forward rolls across the floor. Arta has been using the trampoline to jump really high.
Outside we took part in an orienteering session running as fast as we could to each checkpoint and
matching pictures of trees. Lily May has particularly enjoyed this following a course using a checklist
to find what was next.
Our two story sessions have been lots of fun, in our ‘When I grow up’ story we role played different
jobs such as an alien hunter and ice cream taster and experimented with different ice cream
Literacy
flavours. Eisa liked to add popcorn to his ice cream and often asked for ‘more’ popcorn.
This half term we looked at the story ‘When I am big’ and explored some different items such as a
Venus fly trap, a lion toy and a spray.
We have been working on fine motor skills writing on the windows, pretending to be window
cleaners, washing it off, writing letters to people and putting feathers into a colander. Connor really
enjoyed putting the feathers into the holes and kept trying when he found it tricky.
Cognition/Mathematics In our classroom we now sing songs at different speeds as we have been exploring fast and slow!
Slow is chosen the most and Oliver likes to sing the ‘hello song’ as slow as he can!
We spent some time in the hall counting our different movements - Freddie counted to 5 as he
jumped on the trampoline.
After snack we have been collecting plates and washing them up, Grace is amazing at this she loved
collecting washing and drying everything.
ICT has been a popular session for some of our learners this term, Grace has enjoyed using the
Understanding
Beebots and worked hard trying to programme them to not fall off the table! Arta enjoyed painting a
masterpiece using the iPad.
We role played being doctors in science, using stethoscopes, made plaster casts and bandaged
people up. Charlie loved using the Modroc to fix Buzz Lightyears broken arm!
In art we have been making different materials and adding them to the pond including jelly and
of the World
different textures of mud.

Pandas have had a really lovely spring term and have worked really hard! Hope you have a
lovely Easter look forward to seeing you in the summer term.
From the Pandas team, Aimee, Becky, Becky Nicole, Jo and Nicola.
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Giraffe Class

Step 1

Spring 2021

Topics: Jobs, Careers and Uniforms And Lifecycles

Communication and
Language

Personal, social and
emotional development

Physical Development

Literacy

Cognition/Mathematics

Understanding
of the World

We have all been working on our communication targets throughout the curriculum. We
have bought some new switch toys which are a hit and the quieter classroom has been
great for those children making requests throughout the day. Children have been working
1:1 on intensive interaction and have especially enjoyed the Physiobods body awareness
and interaction sessions. It has been fantastic to see children playing together, Idris and
Ibrahim helped Zakariyah to bounce in the Boundex and Idy and Idris have been doing
jigsaws together.
Yoga has been a huge hit during our PSED sessions on healthy lifestyles and self-regulation
during Spring 1. In Spring 2 we have all enjoyed learning about babies and their different
needs. Zakariyah and Kenzi both loved mashing bananas as part of our maths learning and
Fatima was fantastic at feeding the baby with a spoon. Kenzi loved bathing the baby,
though Zakariyah did almost bath the staff as well! We have also loved our body awareness
sessions which have been a fantastic chance to relax and connect, and it has been funny to
see pictures of the adults as babies and see how they have changed.
We couldn’t be more impressed with how brave everybody has been in PE this term, using
the big equipment in the hall. Idris quickly became much more confident balancing on the
beam and Fatima was able to balance, climb and jump right off the large bench onto a crash
mat. Ibrahim did 5 skips in a row with the skipping rope and Zakariyah persevered and did
some fantastic rolling and bench sitting!
We have really enjoyed our stories this term, especially ‘When I Grow Up’ in which we were
able to dress up. Idy made a fantastic astronaut and Ibrahim loved dressing as a baker and
playing with the flour. Joshua has been reading sound button books and has really enjoyed
pressing the buttons himself. In our funky fingers sessions we have dressed up and role
played different jobs, some of us were able to do the buttons, zips and Velcro on the
costumes. Idy made a brilliant doctor and banker, taking some notes and writing some
letters. We have enjoyed reaching out for things in front of us and making marks in gloop
and with pens. Hallie sent us some fantastic pictures of her hand print firemen and it looks
like she practiced being a face painter too!
In maths we have learnt about pattern. We enjoyed painting football shirts and road
markings. We also set up a café and practiced serving each customer with 1 of each item
and collecting and grouping the cups, saucers and cutlery for washing up. Later, we worked
on time which was lots of fun. We now find ourselves carrying out our daily routine at
either a very fast or a very slow pace as the children request songs and actions to be fast or
slow. It can get quite tricky for us when we signing the timeline! Zakariyah has loved
whizzing around the classroom at a fast pace and Fatima likes to walk slowly like she is on
the moon.
We have especially enjoyed our topic on healthy eating this term, cooking is always a hit in
Giraffe class and we produced some lovely healthy snacks. We made a pond and learnt
about the life cycles of a frog. We have had mixed reviews on our art topic of changing
textures, whilst some of us are big fans of touching the jelly and chia seed frogspawn,
Ibrahim was definitely not! Some of us have been going for walks to learn about old and
new, listening to street scene with a horse to compare it to now, and others have been
handling old and new objects. Idris, Ibrahim and Idy can tell us that new playdough is a lot
better than old play dough!

In forest school the children have been making fires with flints. They have been toasting
marshmallows and drinking hot chocolate and have absolutely loved it.
We’d like to congratulate all of the children in Giraffe class for their resilience in dealing with another big disruption to
their school routine this term. We are so impressed with how well everyone is doing, both those who have been at home
and those who have had a blend of school and home learning. All of the staff in Giraffe class feel very lucky to be living
through such an extraordinary time with such an awe inspiring group of children! Thank you for all of the input we’ve had
about what has been happening at home, it has been wonderful to see.

Spring Term Forest School

Working on a rota basis, some of the classes have enjoyed focussed forest school sessions with Alison outside this term.
The Giraffes have loved learning, in a sensory way, about fire and some of them have even have even made their own mini fires to toast
marshmallows on. The Owls have also enjoyed their own fire experience – they watched, listened to and smelt popcorn being made on the
fire.

The Squirrels have investigated things that fly outside. They have experimented with the wind, using different kites that they made
themselves, used stomp rockets and tried floaty fabrics trailing behind them in the wind. We had lots of fun on a particularly windy day with a
beautiful butterfly kite.

Other classes have also had the opportunity to use the hammock – a real favourite thing to do!

Over this last term, we have also developed ‘Grab and Go’ packs for Forest School, which have lots of different activities in them, so that small
groups can get outdoors and get active using them whenever they want to! Children have been making animal dens, creating magic wands out
of sticks and even concocting their own pongy potions!
We are looking forward to more classes enjoying Forest School sessions next term.

